**TYPICAL BED PLANT SPACING**

300 mm Deep bare wale

250 mm Deep bare wale

Continuous throughout site area

**GROUND COVER BED PLANTING**

**SEEDLINGS (EVERGREEN) OR WETLAND PLUG PLACEMENT**

**LAYER PLANTING (DECIDUOUS)**

3 nor stakes and guys for deciduous trees over 100 mm cal and exceeding 3.7 m (1 m SPHNL on slopes)

2 vertical stakes and guys for deciduous trees of 100 mm cal and exceeding 0.5 m = 2.7 m

**STAKING AND GUING PLAN SCHEMATIC**

**TRENCH NARROW MEDIAN PLANTING**

**TREE PRUNING**

250 mm / 100 mm

50 mm / 30 mm

50 mm / 50 mm

50 mm / 50 mm

50 mm / 50 mm

50 mm / 50 mm

**NOTE**

1. Remove weeder sheets at base of tree.
2. Make clean cuts on old stumps if present.
3. Remove candy wrapper supply of times and dust on trunk.
4. Remove lower branches where an underlying branch occurs about the same area.
5. Prune tree by removing branches, taking care not to damage the sapwood.

**TREE STAKING AND GUING**

**PLANTING STANDARD**

**PLANTING DETAILS**

All dimensions shown are in millimeters or meters. Whole numbers indicate whole meters; decimal numbers indicate millimeters unless otherwise noted.